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ABSTRACT: Medical management is a very regular term used for basic human medication required in day to day life. Covid-19 has changed the response system of our hospitals and other infrastructure and now is the time when we look forward for a complete makeover of this sector which has been neglected in most of the countries due to various reasons. This article throws light on the need and way forward for medical management in India.

Introduction

Patients affected with corona, no beds or oxygen in hospitals, left out and no place to bury or burn the dead’s are the most horrifying but sadly common scenario everywhere on this planet right now. Covid-19 has brought such an enormous burden on the World Health system that it has literally collapsed. Ranging from developing to developed nations the number of deaths is exponentially growing. The story is sadly grim but true peoples looking towards their respective government for answers. It's highly ironical to witness that even after 75 years of independence the Primary Health sector of India was in a fiasco mostly due to the corruption and negligence prevalent in the government. Taking into account, the example of India with a burgeoning population of more than 1.3 billion people, where every year it adds a new Australia in itself; in terms of population growth.

Central and state governments however slowly are picking up the pace after 2014 in improving the basic human needs of the people with proper sanitation drive, medication ,clean and green surroundings; all together under Swachh Bharat Abhiyan .Helping mostly those people who can not afford a good hygienic living, either because of poverty or lack of space. Clean green surroundings, Proper medical help and attention has always been a privilege for the middle and upper class in India. Government recently took various cognizance of these important but missing things in India and tried to convince the general masses not to defecate in open or how to keep the place clean and public places as parks et cetera clean and encroached.
Reduction in use of plastic bags has kept these places clutter-free and proper drainage system has ensured that mosquitoes doesn't breed, in these waters during rainy season which is always a trouble sometime for India with high cases of malaria, Chikungunya and dengue. Water borne diseases as jaundice, typhoid etc. are also controlled, by the help of the governments various departments and system.

Indian subtropical climate is responsible for high rain and humidity almost throughout the country most of the times causing water logging or birth of mosquitoes and flies. They are a regular trouble for the people as well as the government because they consume important finances allocated for health benefit. Covid-19 has established that basic hygiene is very necessary for whole mankind and when talking about India it's a mandatory requisite in order to survive.

Right now when there is a need to improve its health infrastructure and medical facility the whole world is focusing more on Arms race using technology for destruction but not for saving lives. India has learnt that human resource is the most important resource of all time and is investing heavily for these sectors. If the same pace is maintained for coming years as it is today we would be self-reliant in all the medicines equipment’s and other important things which we have to import right now. As for example it can be taken into account, the production of PPE kits, mask or sanitizer and ventilators along with production of vaccines; we have reached a good production capacity that also in a very limited time span.

Various governments at the level of centre and state are joining hands during this tough time to address the problems of medication in India. This is the high time when Global power should join hand and be in top gear to enhance medical facility for the common good of humanity and without looking into discriminating fields of region, religion, language or continents.

The major powers of the world have always invested huge sums for war nuclear weapons and Weapons of mass destruction or waging war against each other since ancient time. If the world was a better place to live in and we could subtract these heavy amount wasted and could add it on human infrastructure development like on hospitals, labs, medicines; many diseases would have been eradicated till now.

It's a shame that even in 2020-2021 we are looking for basic medical issues to be answered. The most important need and requirements for every Nation right now is hospital beds, vaccines, masks, sanitizers and oxygen cylinders, which could have been easily produced by the advancement in Technologies and expertise we had.

It should also be taken into account that the scientist have probably, found the cure for Corona in less than two years’ time. with effective vaccines produced such is the advancement in our Medical Research, then we should also must ask why we have failed since so long in producing effective medications for cancer, TB and not to forget malaria which has taken many innocent lives from time unknown.

This is the correct time when we should all understand and realise and come together for medical management improving the basic infrastructure in the world to give humans their right
to live without fear of these types of fatal, terrifying diseases or any coronavirus which has truly brought a massacre in almost every country on this planet.

If we could achieve this milestone, then only we can say that we are truly humans thinking and working for one another and making life better for each and every individual.

**Conclusion**

When the world is fighting with Corona at its peak the medical infrastructure need to be rejuvenated so as to enhance the life expectancy of each and every individual, who owes his or her life to the medical management of the nation they are residing. If we want to save ourselves from such type of pandemics in coming time then we must focus on medical capacity building production of more vaccines medical equipment’s and other requisites. If in due course of time we are able to improve the condition of deteriorating medical facilities then only, we can safeguard the precious human resource everywhere.
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